Structuring of nanomodified concrete cured in different temperature and humidity conditions
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Abstract. The article deals with the issues on the influence of the curing conditions on the formation of structure and properties of the concrete with nanomodifiers. Mechanochemically activated waste generated by the production of mineral fertilizers was used as nanomodified additives. It was established that providing favorable conditions for the initial structuring of concrete was the purpose of erecting structures made of concrete mix with said nanomodified additives in different temperature and humidity environments. It is provided that different types of production waste gaining the properties of efficient additives for binders, concrete mixes and compositions made on their basis as the result of the corresponding processing will be used as mineral fillers. Production waste is generally characterized by a heterogeneous composition and structure, by impurity content and by low chemical activity. Thus, one of the methods for increasing the efficiency of the waste is mechanical, chemical or physical activation. As the result of such activation, nanosize particles appear, and additional defects of mineral lattices are generated, which leads to accelerating the elementary interaction of the surface layer particles. Data on the research of macro- and microstructure of concrete and composites with nanomodifiers cured in different temperature and humidity conditions is given in the table.

1 Introduction

In accordance with the construction standards and regulations, the following three main climatic regions are identified: cold, moderate and hot [4]. The cold region is characterized by the average monthly temperature of below minus 15°C.

The moderate region is characterized by the average monthly temperature between minus 15°C and minus 25°C. On clear and windless days during the winter period, the atmospheric temperature in the central and southern Europe may go down to minus 35°C, or, during the summer period, go up to plus 40°C.

The hot climatic region has the longstanding average monthly temperature of plus 25°C in the hottest month. The curing of cement composites containing nanomodifiers due to the initial structuring has a significant influence on the concentration of new formations and on the development of porosity [5,6].
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Relatively small temperature fluctuations have a significant influence on the rate of curing of concrete as well.

For example, the relative strength at the age of 3 days will be 0.27R28 during concrete curing at 5°C, and at 30°C at the same age, it will be 0.5 R28, which is almost twice more.

The growth rate of the indicator of concrete strength will gradually slow down, and its ultimate strength will depend on the curing period when temperature changes take place.

So, if the cement composite containing a nanomodifier is cured at a changing temperature, then by certain age, its estimated strength will be determined as a sum of strengths obtained in the periods of curing at different temperatures:

$$R_c = \Delta R_1 + \Delta R_2 + \ldots + \Delta R_n,$$

where $\Delta R_1, \Delta R_2, \ldots \Delta R_n$ is change in the strength during temperature periods $t_1, t_2, t_n$.

Providing favorable curing conditions, especially at an early age, when the future composite structure is formed, will have a positive influence on the concrete curing. It will not be possible to change a structure the formation of which was disturbed during an early period of curing, by providing favorable conditions in a subsequent curing period. Thus, the right curing of concrete during early periods of curing is a condition required for obtaining high-quality concrete containing nanomodifiers. It is known that the normal temperature for concrete curing is 15-20°C. At a lower temperature, the concrete strength will increase more slowly than at a normal one.

An interrelation has been established between the curing temperature ($t$) of the concrete and the period of structuring of the cement composite, which can be expressed as follows:

$$T = 20.1729 - 0.49837 t + 0.00337 t^2$$

The curing of the cement composite with a nanomodifier almost stops at the temperature below 0°C. Frequent rises of temperature above 0°C will have a direct influence on the curing process. A composite frozen after being defrosted will keep hardening, and its strength will be increasing gradually.

Freezing of a cement composite with a nanomodifier at an early age may result in ice build-up accompanied by structure loosening [7]. The water density will be reduced in case of freezing. A porous low-density ice structure will be produced causing an increase in its volume and bond rupture between the filler surface and the cement stone. The strength of the cement composite with a nanomodifier is closer to the normal one, if it was frozen later. Table 5.1. and table 5.2. show the values of the critical strength, which must be reached by the composite before its freezing.

### Table 1. The strength of cement composites with a nanomodifier after freezing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Freezing temperature °C</th>
<th>On the basis of Belgorodsky cement and crushed limestone</th>
<th>On the basis of Voskresensky cement and granite crushed stone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MPa</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-20</td>
<td>27.9</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-10</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-5</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal curing</td>
<td>35.9</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. shows the values of the critical strength which must be reached by the composite before freezing without loss of quality.
Reduced strength of the nanomodified concrete is related to the deformations caused by the occurrence of plastic shrinkage, processes of mass exchange and mass transfer, and contractions. Disturbance of the concrete structure during a short-term curing before freezing will reduce its frost resistance and impermeability. The frost resistance coefficient of the concrete with nanomodifiers turned out to be lower than the reference one [8,9,10].

Table 2. Minimum strength which must be gained by the cement composite with a nanomodifier by the moment of freezing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$R_{28}$, MPa</th>
<th>Minimum strength, no less than</th>
<th>Time of curing of the composite at 15-20 °C, day</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% of $R_{28}$</td>
<td>MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Conclusion**

The research carried out shows the extreme importance of providing favorable conditions for the curing of concrete with nanomodifiers at an early age, when it is being structured. It is confirmed by the data obtained when testing concrete curing during 2.5-3 h in unfavorable conditions, and then, 28 days in normal conditions; its strength was reduced by 30-50%, and the frost resistance and the impermeability were considerably reduced as well.
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